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July 14, 2017

EA-17-102

Mr. Jim Mahoney, CEO
Fansteel, Inc.
1739 Commerce Road

Creston, lA 50801

Mr. Robert Compernolle, President
FMRI, Inc.
10 Tantalum Place

Muskogee, OK 74403
SUBJECT:

ISSUANCE OF IMMEDIATELY EFFECTIVE ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE
DESIGNATING FANSTEEL AS CO-LICENSEE FOR LICENSE NO. SMB-911

Dear Mr. Mahoney and Mr. Compernolle:
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has issued the enclosed immediately effective
Order (Enclosure 1), which modifies License Number SMB-911, designating Fansteel the
co-licensee (along with the current licensee, FMRI, a subsidiary of Fansteel)for the site at
Muskogee, OK.
In a letter dated July 6, 2017 from Mr. Robert Compernolle (FMRI)to the NRC (ML17193A341),
FMRI stated that it has not received funding from Fansteel in 3 months. The letter states that
"FMRI has no money to pay for the continued monthly health and safety costs for the site .. ."
FMRI also stated that in the near future "ground water and surface water will no longer be
collected and treated in accordance with the NRC License . . ." FMRI further indicated that

"surface water will likely overflow from the ponds and untreated ground water will contaminate
the Arkansas River." Finally, the FRMI letter states that "there will be no site security provided
which may result in . . . potential exposure to radiation in excess of acceptable standards." The
abandonment of the Muskogee site creates an exigency that would likely include unacceptable
health and safety risks to the public and therefore requires immediate regulatory action by the
NRC. Therefore, the NRC finds that the public health, safety, and interest require issuance of
this Order.

Fansteel established FMRI as part of its first bankruptcy reorganization plan in 2003 and
requested NRC's approval to transfer License Number SMB-911 to FMRI. In support of its
request, Fansteel made commitments to provide funding to FMRI to ensure that FMRI would be
qualified to hold the license and be able to comply with all NRC requirements. The NRC
approved transfer of the license on the basis of Fansteel's commitments.
Fansteel has failed to fulfill the commitments that form the basis of the license transfer.

Specifically, Fansteel failed to deposit all insurance proceeds into the Decommissioning Trust
as required, failed to provide the minimum required funding to FMRI, and siphoned funding from
FMRI that was needed to comply with applicable regulatory requirements regarding
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decommissioning. Instead, Fansteel used these funds to support its own business activities.

Fansteel has also maintained de facto control over the radiological materials, licensed activities,
and FMRI's day-to-day business activities at the Muskogee site. Fansteel filed for bankruptcy a
second time in 2016 and in April 2017, ceased all funding of FMRI. Fansteel's actions have
rendered FMRI insolvent and thus incapable of compliance with NRC requirements and
unqualified to be the sole Licensee. Fansteel's actions have put the Muskogee site at imminent
risk of abandonment and require modification of License No. SMB-911.
Because Fansteel's actions have put the Muskogee site at imminent risk of abandonment, the
NRC has lost reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at the
Muskogee site. To provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and
safety. License No. SMB-911 is modified to add Fansteel as a co-licensee. The Order also
directs Fansteel and FMRI to take the following actions to maintain public health and safety at
the site: (1) prevent the unauthorized release of radiological contamination into the Arkansas
River;(2) collect and treat groundwater and surface water in accordance with all regulatory
requirements;(3) secure the Muskogee site to prevent any unintended public exposure to
radiation in excess of NRC regulatory requirements; and (4)take any additional actions to
ensure the public health and safety.
Please note that answers to the Order, as stated in Section V, should be addressed to the

Secretary, Office of the Secretary of the Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.
Pursuant to Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, any person who
willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate, any provision of this Order shall be
subject to criminal prosecution as set forth in that section. Violation of this Order may also
subject the person to civil monetary penalty.
Please contact Greg Chapman of my staff at 301-415-8718 regarding issues related to the
enclosed Order or to answer any other questions you might have.
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In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations(10 CFR)Section 2.390 of the
NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be made available
electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document Room or from the NRC's

Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS), accessible from the
NRC's Web site at http://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/adams.html. To the extent possible, your
response should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that
it can be made available to the public without redaction. The enclosed Order has been
forwarded to the Office of the Federal Register for publication.
Sincerely,

—

Marc L. Dapas, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
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